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Contact us for a confidential discussion
because at ERAZALASER, we know...

Predator defeated by ERAZALASER

ERAZALASER Tattoo Removal Clinics
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Phone: 0403 490 787
Email: chris@erazalaser.com.au
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• Latest Q Switch Laser Technology Nd:YAG
• Customised Laser Tattoo Removal
• Complete and Partial Tattoo Removal
• Tattoo Fading for Cover Ups
• Colours Safely and Effectively Removed
• Radiation Health Queensland Licenced
ERAZALASER uses the latest Q Switch Nd:YAG laser
which is widely considered the gold standard
method to remove a tattoo. During treatment, the
laser beam passes harmlessly through your skin,
targeting only the tattoo ink. The ink is brokendown and removed by your lymphatic system and
the tattoo fades gradually over time.
Modern Class 4 lasers have made tattoo removal more
effective, more comfortable, more affordable and less
invasive. ERAZALASER clinicians are fully licenced by
Radiation Health Queensland and have undertaken
Master level training in tattoo removal.
Our treatments include complete tattoo removal or
partial removal for those who wish to modify their
tattoo by only removing some parts. We can also fade an
existing tattoo before it is covered with another tattoo.
Most tattooists recommend fading as it gives them more
scope with the new tattoo.
As it takes time for your body to dispose of the unwanted
ink, treatments are scheduled in intervals of 4 – 6 weeks.
Depending on your body’s response, ERAZALASER will
develop a treatment plan that is both effective and
economical for you.
Laser tattoo removal pricing is dependent on size, colour,
location, and other factors of your tattoo. ERAZALASER
will need to assess your tattoo, estimate the number of
treatments and determine the laser removal cost so as to
customize the best laser removal plan for you.

ERAZALASER CLIENTS ARE HAPPY TO
SHARE THEIR OPINIONS AND EXPERIENCES.
Visit our website for more reviews.

“Having had treatments at other clinics and having a
treatment with Chris it is obvious he knows his stuff,
from the consult to treatment and aftercare the level of
service and knowledge is better than I have had before.
I wouldn’t hesitate in recommending him to anyone.
Thanks Chris. “ Emma
“To say I was ‘freaking out’ about the pain was an
understatement. However, from the moment I walked
in to the clinic, Chris the laser technician made me
feel at ease with his professional, friendly and most
importantly soothing manner. He was very thorough
in his explanation of the procedure about to take
place and the after care of the newly lasered tattoo. As
advised by Chris, the pain wasn’t half as bad as I had
imagined it would be and the treatment was over in
a few minutes. Not only was I impressed by the sterile
environment and super friendly professional customer
service, the results were awesome.” Robin
“Professional and amazing technology and service.
Chris assisted me all the way through and answered
all questions I had. I’m simply blown away at how
quick and pain free the removal was! Thanks again
ERAZALASER.” Marky

We understand that you may wish to carefully consider
your decision to remove your unwanted ink and we
encourage you to contact us at ERAZALASER for a
confidential consultation. While we can help over the
phone, ultimately we will need to sit down with you and
discuss your treatment plan.
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